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The crisis in Syria is a complicated mess.
Assad has slaughtered innocent civilians
and has used chemical weapons on his own
people. Assad is supported by the Iranian
regime and Hezbollah. Aside from
Hezbollah and Assads armed forces, there
are Shabihas, irregular militias, that are
loyal death squads for the regime. On the
other side you have the Sunni fighters who
range from so-called moderates to hard
core extremists with ties to al-Qaeda. The
worst is the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria,
ISIS, which is al-Qaeda. ISIS numbers well
into the thousands, and most of the foreign
fighters who have come to Syria fight with
ISIS. ISIS sits at the top of the pyramid,
followed by Jabhat al-Nusra, or JN, which
is another jihadist group that is
philosophically aligned with al-Qaeda. The
so-called moderates fight for the Supreme
Military Command Council, or SMC, but a
large faction of the SMC has defected to
al-Qaeda. With so-called moderates fleeing
to al-Qaeda, it seems that conflict has
become a war between radical al-Qaeda
affiliated extremists and a brutal dictator.
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Khorasan group - Wikipedia What we do now with Iran and those that cooperate with us and the Syrian army is
fighting terrorists in Syria. Iran is a powerful player on the State Sponsors of Terrorism - Wikipedia The Syrian
branch of al-Qaeda, currently calling itself Hayat Tahrir al-Sham The United States put the group on its terrorist list in
2012, as the Syrias Assad: Terrorist Groups, Erdogan Two Sides of Same Coin It fought against the governments of
Iraq and Syria, tribal groups and militias in Iraq, also claimed high profile terrorist attacks outside of Iraq, Libya, and
Syria. Syria: The most dangerous terror group isnt ISIS - Al-Nusra Front or Jabhat al-Nusra (Arabic: ???? ??????
), known as the Jabhat Fateh al-Sham and also described as al-Qaeda in Syria or al-Qaeda in the Levant, is a Salafist
jihadist terrorist organization fighting against Syrian government List of armed groups in the Syrian Civil War Wikipedia Stop Arming Terrorists Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard The Syrian delegate to the United Nations
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speaks in response to the statement He said the real perpatrators were terrorist groups and their Al-Nusra Front Wikipedia Syria: The uprising in Syria began as part of the Arab Spring in March 2011, when protestors sought the end
to President al-Assads dictatorial regime. Turkish involvement in the Syrian Civil War - Wikipedia The Khorasan
group, sometimes known simply as Khorasan, is an alleged group of senior al-Qaeda members operating in Syria. The
group is reported to consist of a small number of fighters who are all on terrorist watchlists, and coordinates with
al-Nusra Front, al-Qaedas Syria: Whos Fighting Who Turkey relations with Syria had been friendly over a decade
previous to the outbreak of the . for Nusra. Turkeys designation of the Nusra Front as a terrorist group since June 2014
was seen as an indication of it giving up on the group. Syrian opposition fed up with terrorists, seeks help against
Assad There are believed to be as many as 1000 armed opposition groups in Syria, and stronger alternative to the
jihadist rebel groups in Syria. .. The US designated al-Nusra a terrorist entity in December 2012, saying it was an Guide
to the Syrian rebels - BBC News - Its a US-designated terrorist organization that is also one of the most effective
fighting forces among the rebels in the Syria conflict. The Islamic State Mapping Militant Organizations The Syrian
313 Brigade shares the same name as the group that serves as al Qaedas military organization in Pakistan. There is no
direct evidence to link the Russia, Turkey: US supporting Syria terrorist groups ISIS News Al Tulsi Gabbards
Stop Arming Terrorists Act (H.R.608) would stop the U.S. supporting terrorist groups like ISIS and al Qaeda in their
war to overthrow the Syrian Syria governor: Goals of terror groups served by US missile strike The Syrian
opposition rejects terrorism and is fed up with banned from, and willingness to fight the terrorist groups designated by
the U.N.. 313 Brigade Syria Terrorist Groups TRAC BEIRUT (Reuters) - U.S. missile strikes on Syrian military
positions serve the goals of armed terrorist groups and Islamic State, the governor of Syria: Listed Terrorist Groups
and Humanitarian Crises Charity The rest of Syria fell under the shifting control of rebel groups, Russia claims it
shares the international communitys desire to fight terrorists. Russia: Iran is important player against terrorist
groups in Syria Syria: Terrorist Groups And Their Handlers In Washington, Riyadh Syrias Assad: Terrorist
Groups, Erdogan Two Sides of Same Coin. The terrorist groups of ISIS and Al-Nusra Front (also known as Fatah
Mapping Militant Organizations Theres been a lot of talk across the internet about the United States supporting
terrorists in the Middle East. From photos released from News for Terrorist Groups in Syria (CNN) Heres a look at
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). .. August 30, 2016 - According to a statement from the terror group and its Amaq
Ahrar al-Sham - Wikipedia The Syrian Arab Republic has been a victim of terrorism. Since the start of the Syrian
Civil War, Syria has been swept by multiple terrorist acts, initiated by radical anti-government Islamist groups, chiefly
by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria Syrias al-Qaeda affiliate escapes from Canadas terror list - Politics Hopes
had been pinned on the rebel groups under the Free Syrian Army (FSA) banner in the southernmost province of Deraa
(the Southern Extremist Groups in Syria Middle East Institute Syria was added to the list on December 29, 1979.
Statements supporting terrorist groups, particularly Hizballah, were often in Syrian ISIS Fast Facts - Jennifer
Cafarella is the Evans Hanson Fellow and a Syria Analyst at the Washington D.C.- based Institute for the Study of War,
where she Terrorism in Syria - Wikipedia Turkey and Russia have separately accused the United States of backing
what they call terrorist groups in Syria, on the same day they agreed Meet the Terrorist Group Playing the Long
Game in Syria Mother The Kurdistan Workers Party or PKK (Kurdish: Partiya Karkeren Kurdistane ) is a left-wing
The PKK is listed as a terrorist organization by several states and into a paramilitary group, using training camps in
Turkey, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Harakat Ahrar al-Sham al-Islamiyya commonly referred to as Ahrar al-Sham, is a
coalition of The group has a Syrian leadership and emphasizes that its campaign is for Syria, not for a global jihad. ..
John Kerry, perhaps accidentally, referred to Ahrar al-Sham as one of several subgroups of terrorist groups, saying.
Kurdistan Workers Party - Wikipedia The group is believed to be joined with al-Nusra Front, the al-Qaeda branch
in Syria. Some U.S. officials believe it to be a terrorist organization Congresswoman says US is supporting terror
groups in Syria that A number of armed groups have involved themselves in the ongoing Syrian Civil War. Lebanons
Most Wanted Sunni Terrorist Blows Himself Up in Syria.
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